Marie de Médicis (1575 Médicis ( -1642 , daughter of Grand-Duke Francesco I of Tuscany and Archduchess Joanna, and the queen consort of Henri IV of France, was widowed on 14 May 1610 following the assassination of her Bourbon husband. For the next four years, until September 1614, she acted as regent of France on behalf of her elder son, Louis XIII, but thereafter the relationship became increasingly problematic, culminating in the fall in 1617 of her favourite, Concino Concini, and her temporary internal exile at Blois. During the 1620s, when Cardinal Richelieu assumed power as Louis's creature, her alienation from her elder son became still more pronounced because of her growing hostility to the Cardinal-Minister's policies and his successful working relationship with the king. After she failed to oust the cardinal through a court coup, more famously known as the Day of Dupes (11-12 November 1630), she withdrew from court, first to internal exile at Compiègne. In July 1631 she slipped out of the French kingdom to self-imposed exile abroad, never to return. Between 1631 and the autumn of 1638 she was in the Spanish Netherlands; after passing through the Low Countries, she crossed the Channel to England, where she remained until the summer of 1641. Returning to the Continent, she passed once again through the Low Countries on her way to the imperial city of Cologne where, on 3 July 1642, she died.
Interest in Marie de Médicis, as an exile in the Spanish Netherlands in particular, has in the last decade undergone something of a surge, long overdue since the publication in 1876 of the now-dated work by the Belgian historian, Paul Henrard, and that of another Belgian historian, Ernest Gossart, writing in 1905 on princely exiles in Brussels. 1 Recognition, more broadly, should be given to the works of historians such as Luc Duerloo who have done much to elucidate the identity of the Spanish Netherlands in the early seventeenth century, the period when the region once again had a functioning princely court and when the Archdukes harboured a remarkable number and range of religious, political and, indeed, sovereign exiles. Likewise, the work of Caroline Hibbard, and, more recently, of Karen Britland, have added to our understanding of the confessional and cultural roles Marie de Médicis played at the Stuart court, which, it will be seen, were not entirely welcome or positive.
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Marie de Médicis's case study crystallizes a number of themes central to this collection of essays devoted to monarchy in exile. What grade of sovereignty, if any, did she enjoy? Was she, indeed, a monarch, if by that term we are specifically to understand a royal ruler? We might ask more generally whether exile itself raised such questions about the degrees and nature of princely sovereignty. The very presence of a sovereign in a foreign territory required hosts to consider problematic issues of protocol, especially acute for exiled ruling sovereigns whose going into exile might well have been seen as an act of abdication. These questions of status, coupled with that of public image, thoroughly permeated Marie de Médicis's experiences in the 1630s, in both the Spanish Netherlands and England, and underpin this essay: of how she constantly presented herself as the afflicted mother, a royal sovereign, who wanted nothing else but peace with Louis XIII; of how, in turn, she was presented by her propagandists as a legitimate queen mother with monarchical authority and a distinctively female identity; finally, of how her presence in the Spanish Netherlands and England created dilemmas and resentment for her hosts who were required to provide for her as a queen mother, but who also remained uncertain of how trustworthy she and her various household officers and followers were, and of how far they should accord her royal rights.
Although Marie de Médicis was the maternal grand-daughter of Emperor Ferdinand I, she herself had not been born into a royal dynasty. Whatever their claims about themselves, or their efforts to secure monarchical status from the mid-sixteenth century, the Medici were a grand-ducal family, and even that status had only been acquired in uncertain terms in 1569. Her royal powers, such as they were,
